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Business suits are what make the best of everything at the corporate sector. Wearing this itself
makes you look very formal and brings about lots of confidence and style. Making the most of a
business meet this dressing may present a sense of attractiveness to your client at very first sight.
What more? The passion of getting dressed in such attire becomes an obsession at it has all in it.
Making a personality complete in every sense the worth of this dress can be understood by the one
who carries it.

Perfection is an important platform while such suits are considered so we have certain guidelines
which can help you through a perfect women and men business suit.

For men-

Start with solid or pin-striped dark colored suit using good-quality materials in a conservative and
classic American cut. Your jacket sleeve must end at your wrist bone. Your shirt must be a blue or
white in a solid or minimal pattern with long sleeves extending about 3/8ths of an inch beyond the
jacket sleeve. You can add some flare with a hand-tied (no clip-on), brightly-colored, silk necktie in a
subtle stripe or with a small, repeating pattern. Stay away from large beer logos and animal prints.

For women-

As with men, keep what you wear conservative rather than fashionable. You want people to notice
your work and not your figure. Start with a well-tailored pantsuit or skirted suit in a high-quality navy,
dark gray or black fabric. The skirt must end within an inch of the knees. With a blouse, you have
more leeway with colors than men do with shirts. Be decent and sophisticated in approach.

Other necessities-

Wear well-polished, lace-up leather shoes in black, dark brown or burgundy, with dark, calf-length
socks. Your belt must match your shoes and have a small, conservative buckle. Keep jewelry to a
minimum with a high-quality watch. Other way round for women one should wear closed-toe leather
shoes with low heels rather than high-heels or flats. Your safest bet for hosiery is flesh-colored
rather than dark or light.

Important-

Certain important thing which matters for both men and women is jewelry which should be less.
Avoid too much of fragrance and make-up. For men hair should be neatly cut and trimmed, where
as women should tie up and give a smart look. Suitable bags should be carried which compliment
your suit. For women handbags matter where as men should have a business bag along.

The ultimate dressing at any formal meet is what makes you comfortable and smart both. Not giving
a glamorous look but an approach to qualitative, simple and easy wearing. The way one dress up
reflects his personality and makes him approach to the ultimate impression you can build up to your
clients. An entirely different person is focused when a person wears such attires. So, to match up
with the top class approach in the corporate sector goes for business suits which can benefit you
the best.
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Smith4john - About Author:
Mr. Soby is the Author & Webmaster of Suits4MenOnline a top quality Mens Suits from
US(California).Suits4MenOnline is the leading online store for discounted a Business suits, a
tuxedos, blazers, sportcoats, dress shirts, and more! Suits 4 Men Online guaranteed the highest
quality merchandise at the lowest wholesale prices.
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